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CHAPTER I 
HISTORY AND BACHOROUND 
About two decades ago it beoaae clear to educators that 
the highly refined and intensive special sciences did not 
provide the best Introductory courses in high school. Sever¬ 
al Independent experiments were started in the effort to dis¬ 
cover the kinds of subject* organisation, and presentation 
which would be of greatest educational value. Unprecedented 
numbers of young people were* and still are* coming into mod¬ 
ern high schools. Most of these wanted and needed a good gen¬ 
eral science background* which might or might not be followed 
by further work in high school or by later science studies in 
college. Such a course was developed under the name of gener¬ 
al science* and it has succeeded in encouraging educators who 
genuinely desire to improve American education. Furthemore* 
the success of this course has resulted in Improvement in 
other courses in science and has thus helped science-teach¬ 
ing in general. 
A Federal Security Agency bulletin published in I960* 
Indicates the acceptance of the general science course in the 
United States school systems. In the year 1922* only 18.27 
per cent of the ninth-grade pupils enrolled in general sci¬ 
ence courses, while in the year 1947-48* the per cent of stu¬ 
dents taking ninth-grade science was 66.2. The bulletin indi- 
* % • " 
(1) Johnson, Philip. "The teaching of Solanos In Publlo 
Schools". Federal Security Agency Bulletin. Volume 9, p. 6. 
3 
o&ted that during the first term of the school year 1947*48 
In the schools having a seventh grade, 61*6 per cent of the 
pupils in that grade were enrolled In seventh grade general 
science. The corresponding figure for the eight-grade is 78*4 
per cent* 
In the same bulletin some ideas were aloe given of the 
problems confronting those who wish to provide such a course 
for their students* In the list of troublesome problems re¬ 
lated to science teaching, the more frequently mentioned were 
those having to do with teaching staff, adequate science 
rooms, and, heading the list, supplies and equipment* The 
supply and equipment problem was listed by 261 out of 782 
high schools in the sample* It is evident an economical so¬ 
lution to the problem of supplies and equipment would further 
the entire structure of general science teaching, and it is 
to such a solution that this research is directed* 
Science has changed a great deal from 2200 years ago, 
when one of the world*s greatest thinkers, Aristotle, noticed 
that a light object, such as a feather or a piece of paper, 
falls slowly to the ground, while a heavy object falls much 
faster. He pondered on this and concluded that heavy things 
fall faster than light things; that is, a ten-pound weight 
would fall ten times as fast as a one-pound weight* Having 
decided this in his mind, he taught it as a truth to his stu¬ 
dents* Because he was Aristotle, the wise man, hie students 
believed him* One might think that Aristotle would have ex- 
4 - 
perlmented to see if hi3 fcn#oi*y was correct * But ho did not 
do so. The cax»ly scientist rarely thought of experimenting. 
He would see something happen; then he would think about i'Z 
and do aide what it was or why it happened. But he rarely 
thought of testing an idea to see whether it was true. 
It was a great advance for science* when an Italian, 
named Galileo, doubted some thing# that the great Aristotle 
had said. Galileo was a different kind of thinker. Ha was not 
sure of his theories until he tested them# He disproved the 
theory that heavier objects fail fa#taw than lighter objects. 
Co disprove Aristotle*s theory, Galileo on several occasions 
dropped two objects of different weights from the top of the 
leaning tower in the city of Pisa. Ms was the beginning of 
Q 
science experiments. 
Many other Important men since then have supported the 
idea of experimentation in education. 
Comenius advocated: w let children learn to do by 
3 doing, by their own activity and experience”. 
John Dewey remarked: " An experience, a very humble ex¬ 
perience, Is capable of generating and carrying any amount of 
theory, but a theory apart from an experience cannot be clef i- 
(2) Beauchamp, Wilbur L., Mayfiold, John C., lost, 
Joseph f. Everyday Problems in Science. 1940. p« 5. 
(3) Mulhera, James A History of Education. 1940. p» 271. 
nltely grasped ever* as a theory" 
*.*3 • ’ '•''*** * ~ * **"'*“ »•*, ■, . . *,•. #' 
Friedrich Frocbel, in 1826, stated: M To lnr.m a thing 
r 
in life and through doing, Is much store developing, cultiva¬ 
ting, and strengthening than to learn it merely through the 
9 «»w mw' s 
«* 
verbal communication of ideas’1*® 
Paul F* Branclwein wrote: " Moat school systems ir the 
country have planned or are planning for a general science 
experience in the junior high-school years, the seventh, 
ei^ht, and ninth grades. Throughout the country thtro are al¬ 
so "spots” of general science offerings in the tenth, elev¬ 
enth, and the twelfth grades*.^ 
Robert Stollberg stated that: " A modem view among 
science educators is that both the laboratory experience and 
the classroom demonstration have their rightful place in the 
Junior high school science program* ft. considerable body of 
research has failed to reveal that either teaching technique 
is so inferior to the other as to justify abandoning it"* lie 
also statedi " Continued erzphasla on general education pro¬ 
vides a constant reminder of the old but worthy maxim that 
1 we learn by doing •* Science learning in the laboratory, 
when properly carried on, is a high order of * learning by 
doing*, and we find that modern educational psychology thus 
(4) Mulhern, Janies, op* cit* p* 73* 
(6) Ibid. p. 378* ^ 
(6) Brandwein, Paul P*, The Bulletin of fcho National 
Association of Secondary-School Principals* 1963* p* 51* 
•IfMgi/ ChO lsforgtwry fit. a ~OOi of SCiCUCC 
tiac5.7 
It is ucparont sha* *n£ laboratory considered 
essential by til® Jfeem educators in touching general science, 
*iac be©::, cnysiunccc throngs* *ch* wjCLxli* of television* hvidenoe 
ol the important /••ale to bo played by television in education 
Is the successful efforts v**roughout the United dbat®s vhafc 
hnve boon rmc to coital** channels for oduofefcieNl 
television* liewever, coaaogctal television apparently recog¬ 
nises the oppcsl or eduonfclon&l programs* In no field is whis 
mere to oo noted thcr. vr chat cf science, Co* at the present 
list® ®®v®ral l*oura eookly devotee to pogroms deeding 
with science in ganersl* «jaong those sh©«** are; "hopktms $®1- 
once Eeviow*, *4A90i(Mn Industry1*, ”Caivacaea of vtterlc***, 
w2co- Parade**, und fil>octc^ ;tlxurd% although ell of those pro** 
priiiftt a grt-t -..u.0r. of scientific st&hjeet® in terns 
easily understood by young®tor® of junior high age, the last 
•;:*•<? one ie particularly appropriate fei bhic group* A pro** 
gran like *fiosto? ^ttfd9 which has iaany experiment® illus- 
tfeting eelontlflc prlnciplis tluoji ?jore entertaining# Ida* 
cations!, and popular with the younger audience than th® tra¬ 
ditional method of lecturing* 
Educators through the years have emphasised the need 
for laboratory experiments in the classroom* Undoubtedly such 
(7) branded a, Paul F*, op* oifc. p« 101* 
— 
- 7 - 
experimentation would enhance the general eelenoe curriculum 
of any school system. however, with supplies and equipment 
not available in many of the smaller schools, improvisation 
is neoessary to carry out a auooeaafu? and v«r*«d nnurse in 
general selenoe. The author realising the Importance of this 
problem, will attempt to deviee adequate substitutes for ex* 
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GUiUSFOSTS FOB 3CIEHWIC BXP^IMElfT3 
iuxpwriaaesatln^ la one of the Important ways to learn 
science principles and procedural• thoughtful consideration 
of this idea ought to indicate to the teacher what should be 
the relation between the pupil and the school laboratory. It 
ought to be clearly understood that the student should go 
there not to "do stunts” but to find out first hand by spe¬ 
cial-personal observations and experiments certain essential 
facts which he needs to solve a problem In science or to un¬ 
derstand certain equipment necessary for everyday living. 
The function of the teacher Is to lead* Inspire* and 
guide the pupils, the good instruetor avoids too much tell¬ 
ing* often answers one question by asking smother* or direc¬ 
ting the student to a reference book where he can get the 
Q 
required information for himself. 
Certain gutdeposts for good experimenting are essen¬ 
tial to consider if pupils are to realise to the fullest 
measure the potentialities to be derived from this way of 
learning. 
The following criteria will be useful guides in the 
g 
selection of scientific experiments : 
1. A project for the laboratory should provide the 
(8) Twice* George B.* A Textbook in the Principles 
of Science Teaching* 1933* p« 12*/• 
(9) Ibid. p. 131. 
10 - 
essential steps fop answering some question or questions that 
are involved In the solution of sows problem that la signifi¬ 
cant to tho students* 
8* It should have sons direct and clear connection 
with what immediately precedes and follows It in the course* 
3* It should be one that compels careful observation* 
4* There should not bo so many thing® ts observe or 
do that mental confusion will reeu.lt* 
5# It should be so easy of manipulation that the 
poorest qus&ifled of the students can do the work with fair 
success end reasonable speed* 
6* It must be capable of being done by the students 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy! and such reasonable 
accuracy should be insisted on* else the students will have 
no faith In it nor in what it is intented to teach* 
7* Wherever practicable the parts of the experiments 
should be so arranged that the results obtained in them will 
check one another* thus enabling the students to Judge their 
accuracy by the agreement among the results themselves instead 
of by comparison with the results in the book* 
B» The reasoning involved in reaching the conclusions 
oust be simple end direct enough to be made by the students 
themselves with very little assistance* 
9* It must involve no more operations than the aver¬ 
age worker can finish without hurry and confusion in the lab¬ 
oratory period. If the period be but forty-five minutes long* 
u 
the operations can, in so©e cased be divided between two pe¬ 
riods } in otfc&r canes the operation may be divided estenfe in¬ 
dividual*? of fcJ2&iI groups of students and the results col¬ 
lated for each group and ccsiptrcc in the clacsrooas* 
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The Problem ** Aftong the many problem* that confront 
the teacher in the presentation of science topics is the 
lack of apparatus of even the simplest type due to the high 
cost of equipment# The teacher finds It embarrassing to use 
the well-known excuse* aX do not have the tools”* Instead 
he struggles to do the best he can with little or no equip* 
ment# This problem is concerned with some very simple but 
basic pieces of equipment that may be made by the teacher or 
w' , 4 ■ * » '* * * t k * , 
pupils# Some of hhese pieces of homemade apparatus can be 
used repeatedly for many different types of experiments or 
demonstrations# 
Procedure — The first objective in working on this 
problem was the selection of a series of main topics* using 
text books and courses of study as a guide as shown in 
Tables X and XX# An examination of these sources Indicated 
that though the books and courses differ in treatment and 
presentation* they agree in general on the topics that pu¬ 
pils In grade seven* eight* and nine should take up in gen* 
eral science# 
The next step was to get information on experimental 
and demonstration equipment and procedures which would serve 
to illustrate some of the scientific principles taken up 
In dealing with these topics# Several sources which proved 
fruitful in obtaining the desired information* were the 
- 14 
following: 
1* Coup rial esi auch as ■?« 
provided sut serial or* types of 
stlngfriuso and Ganaral KLeutfla 
itucy is&Lc v.viuipi-4.?iit for ol*u*a» 
n’j^v; u*;o in d“. nonet rations and oitpeiincnfc 
r?* Articles oooa obbalnad frocs popular «ai«nca mega- 
slnec# ouch as *loic-ne</ Illustrated” :raAffFcpul&t* Ix.ohwnloi;"* 
3» Instructive e.-,r^ con Ilk# "run In doi« oa4 |>*-o< 
vldoc! ii ^e-vl.lent source on tup; otyi.cud a;;portuaur.ations* 
4* Mverfcf sing from loieiuif #%uipu®nt de&latifl 
. r 4 v ^ 
vai also used* ,<v 
f»* Coaspanit'a suck tx YTclsb Seientlfl# Coup any# ?1&Up 
Scientific Ccmpany# and Baker Cha^lcel Company provided in* 
femailor* on ecsn&erct&l equipment* 
The final step was to s$le:et laaxpe&slvti safest! tut#a to 
_. t * f 
Otplaee the* eoasrtrclal equipment# Ae a result of thyu^ht and 
Mpfiimti supplc&antad by that of other tassfeoro in the 
'^eiten Kaff&cbasatts ano mho gar# gaaarous eld# the substI- 
tut# axperiaseats were f#lc-etad* 
After selecting trim these source# a aueabtr of •::■:•* 
strattona OOd oayariaaiit# vtiativi with the topic* 11*tad in 
Tsbles I end TI, eech osa was tried vod i photograph waa tairan 
of the piece of H«lyMat| ffeo oxperloaat itself# or tbs MMtffe# 
In addition# photo?criipby was usod 00 a SUpylflMOt to dajeribo 
tho 002*0 ajcpensiva squipsent whisk in each oa«# could b# used 
if firuttjc5.al aid ws& not llsltad* 
Following is a list of city ©our**a of study that ware 
- 13 
uaad oa a basis in the selection of science fcopioa* Courses 
of stud/ frou the following cities* 
1. Greenfield Junior High 
2* Malden High School 
3* Lawrence Junior High ( Holyoke } 
4. Northampton Junior High 
5* Los ton School bystoa (7) bebools 
6* Turners Falls Grammar School 
• ’ • > , * 
Following Is a list of standard text books that wore con- 
suiteds 
1* Texts Violence for Better Living11 
Authorss Lslemd Holllngworth 
Paul Brands©!n 
» f &’r Alfred Book * ' * 
Anna Burgess 
Publishers haroourt Co&pany 
Dates 1950 
3« Texts "Science In Daily Life** 
Authors; Francis Curtis 
George hail!noon 
Publishers: Ginn and Company 
Dates 1953 
3* Texts "The Physical Selene©** 
Authors s Charles f/augh 
Herbert Welsh 
Burdette Buckingham 
Publishers: Gian ana Company 
Dates 19S0 
4* 'feats tf&eieuee a Story of Discovery and Progress* 
authors; Ira Davis 
John 
* 
tteyne Cross 
Publishers; Henry Holt and Coapany 
Date; 1958 
5* Text; rtOur Environment11 
Authors! George Wood 
Henry Carpenter ?r;‘4 
Publishers! Allyn and Bacon 
Date! 1946 
5* Text! nNew Senior Science* 
Authors i Will Thompson 
George hush 
• m •' , 4 
Publishers! American Book Cosap any 
» 
Date! 1954 
The ten topics were selected on the basis of the an* 
ewers received from the thirteen schoolsf listed above* re* 
garding the science curriculum as topics taken up by their 
pupils. Also* of the modem science text books that were con 
suited* the only exceptions la the listing of sections dea¬ 
ling with these topics were as follows; 
1* One book--no chapter* on sound* 
2. One book—no chapter on food. 
X? 
3* Otm> hook—no chap fear on machine* 
4* One hook— no chapter on transportation* 
ft. On© hook—* no chapter on health. 
each ©f these texts deal with these topics* 
though not as separate chapters. As a result of this Inf or- 
nation* the selection of topic© seemed justified* 
< 
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TABLE I 
Topics That Are Covered By Certain 
o t&J-i Q X' q1 s 
Topics 
« 
s 
8 4-> P» 
§ 
s 
a 
SB 
*d H & 
•H 
$ 
$ 
0 
*§ 
r-* 
1 
« | 
1 
Air X X X vr i A X X 
Water X X X X X X 
Pi re 2 X X X X X 
Heat X X X X X X 
Electricity X X X X X X 
Magnet X X X X X Y 
Sound X X z X X Y 
Health Y X X X 
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Topici Air, 
Object: To show that air pressure varies from time to time. 
Importances The barometer has made possible the modern sci- 
ance of forecasting the changes in the weather 
for days ahead. This Instrument is also used In 
measuring how high a plane is flying above sea 
level and the height of mountains* 
Picturea: 
mw 
Commercial 
Materials: Wide mouth bottle 
Glass tubing 
School made 
Max 
Colored water 
One hole stopper 
Approximate Cost: One dollar. 
Procedure: Plaee colored water In a wide mouth bottle and 
then place tubing through the one hole stopper. 
Set stopper into the bottle and arrange glass 
tubing so that the end Is submerged beneath the 
water. Cover the cork with wax so that air can¬ 
not penetrate It, 
22 
Comparisons The home-made barometer has the following 11ml- 
t«tlon»t 
1, The substitute la not as accurate as the com- 
roereiai product. 
.fe 
,.;Y 
2. It cannot be placed outside during freezing 
weather. 
5* Temperature will hare a small effect upon it. 
4. It cannot be used as an altimeter. 
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Topic* Air* 
Object! To ihw that air exert* prefiture* 
Importances Air pressure rakes It possible tc drink through 
t stpaw# Air prtfiurt cakes the siphon possible* 
It also sake» pneuiratle tiros, possible. 
Pictures* 
I 
Commercial Uchool made 
Materialss Newspapers Piece of wood 
41 long 
2M wide , • 
1/8* thiok 
Approximate Cost! None* 
♦ ** 
Procedures Place a strip of wood on a table so that approx* 
imately four inches project over the edge of the 
table* Placing three double sheets of newspaper 
over the strip of wood that is resting on the ta¬ 
ble, one should be careful that the newspapers 
hug the stick and table closely* Next, strike the 
stick a hard swift blow with the fist* To the a- 
masement of everyone the wood will break in half 
while fcho papers are a till resting la position 
oa Ohi table* 
damper! eev»; 1, •.Ml t:;? Ml Jar the itident* cap lift the 
bell j&r off the exhaust p«M| sat? then at* 
*• -* W. • . , • 
teapt It after iti* h&s been exhausted frou 
the J&r* 
2- Due to its almplieifey the paper end hoard le 
»■ 
a mere drama tie experiment end will ereate a 
longer Impression on the pupil* 
5» The hell jar adapts itself to greater variety 
of use than the senool~made apparatus* 
% 
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Typist Mzrm 
Gbjeofc* ¥<* show ham bills cur*r* wbfcn Hall-players, tennis 
n^nyApa, nr/f golfer* put :-:. *:?ln cm Sh* bull« 
Importances This fail pXv.j isapopthnt roia in the win¬ 
ning of may athletic contests# 
• * 
floturOS* 
COMWNlftl iOhOOl Md« 
Matarialas fing pong ball String 
approximate Coat: Toa-eenta* 
Proooduros First draw the ball back, as shown in the photo* 
graph, and lot it go« It ootngg normally, 
straight back and forth. By twisting tho string 
4 
about fifty twists to the loft, tho ball will 
spin clookwiao whan released. lot It go again. 
The ball will eurvo dooldodly to tho right, tend¬ 
ing to twist ©oro and nopo to tho right as it 
swings, 
Comparisoni ,nith the ping pong ball tho atudonto can got a 
much bettor undoratending of dorooulli9a prinol- 
- 2C - 
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pie, because the ping pong beIX can clearly be 
<>?>'a moving Into the frnt rreirf airs 
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Toplet Air. 
Object: To demonstrate Bernoulli9s Paradox which la one of 
the moat Important principles of aerodynamics* 
Importance: This principle enables one to make use of air 
transportation, insect sprayers, and atomisers* 
Pictures: 
Commercial School made 
Materials: Vacuum cleaner Ping pong ball 
approximate Cost: Ten cents« 
Procedures Turn on an electric fan or vacuum cleaner and 
point it upward* Into the steady stream of air 
drop the ping pong ball* The ball will bob up 
and down, but it will not leave the stream be* 
cause of the area of nigh speed low-pressure air 
flowing around it* 
Comparison: Since it is impossible to use an airplane or 
like apparatus in the classroom* This demon¬ 
stration will enable the students to get a much 
clearer view of the effect that the speed of 
— 
— 
k 
— 
— 
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Topici Air* 
Object: To show that air exerts pressure* 
Importance: The use of air pressure around the home has 
helped to make life easier for the home-maker 
through the follow! 1145 devices, among others: 
vacuum cleaner, water pump, fountain pen, and 
medicine dropper* 
Picturess 
Commercial 
Materials: Gallon ©an 
Water 
Approximate Cost: Hone 
Procedures Fill the can with one-quarter of an Inch of wa¬ 
ter* Place can over heat and boil water violent¬ 
ly for several minutes* Then remove can from heat 
and place stopper on tightly* 
Comparisons The commercial and school made product produce 
School made 
Stopper 
the some results* 
Topic: Air* 
Object: To choc Bernoulli1 a principle that fact moving air 
exerts less pressure then slower moving air* 
Importance: Without the use of alr»proesure our aircraft 
would not be abl© to mtfl in the air* 
Pictures: 
Commercial 
Materials: Book: 
Electric fan 
Approximate Cost: Hone* 
Procedure: Place a sheet of paper In a book ae shown* Let 
the free end of the paper bend over the book and 
drop towards the table* sura the fan on and di- 
rest the fast moving air ov«r the top of the pa¬ 
per* fh© paper will rise and flutter out straight 
Comparison: Without the school made demonstration this sci¬ 
entific principle cannot bo done in the class 
School made 
Sheet of paper 
room 
Topic: Air* 
Object: To show that air exerts pressure. 
Importance: Air pressure is used in operating a door check 
or when a car is being lifted onto some forms 
of hoists* 
Pictures s 
Materials: Milk bottle KleeaiB 
Egg Matches 
Approximate Costs Ten cents. 
Procedure: Set pieces of kleenax on fire and drop them into 
bottle until air is warm enough to expand. Imme¬ 
diately place a hard boiled egg in the mouth of 
the bottle* 
Comparison: The hemisphere disk can be used as a tug of war. 
By turning the valve* air can be heard rushing 
into the partial vacuum. Through experience the 
bottle and egg demonstration will create a longer 
impression upon the student. 
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botes To remove egg tip bottle upaide down end blow elr 
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into ml lie bottle to build up pressure Inside end 
then release to let egg pop out* 
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Topic< Heat# 
Object* To show she principle of convention oumnt« 
iMfpMvfcMMM * Mater la housed by the ano of the convection 
„ current* and it is the principle by wincn not 
dr and hot water iso a ting 9/stoats work* 
Picture a t 
Commercial School mad# 
Materials s Shoo boa fsi candles 
Burning splinter Two glass tubas 
approximate Cost* Twenty cants* 
Procedure* Cut two holes in the side of tha baa that are 
smaller than the else of the glass tubas* Sot 
tha chimney over the boles# Place a candle under 
one of the holes and light it* Place glass in 
front of the shoe box and observe the smoke that 
is coming from the glowing splinter which has 
been placed over the chimney. Try placing glowing 
splinter over the other chimney and observe the 
results# 
■* 24 
Cora?\risont In Addition to showing oonvootlon current, the 
school made apparatus can bo use*?, to show how 
a room osa be best ventilated, by drilling holes 
at both ends of the box* By placing cork# in the 
holes, one ©an sot tip different situations of 
T ’a.. ‘ 
ventilating a room* 
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Toples Heat* 
Objects To prove fchut white reflects heat tfhXls dark ab~ 
sorba it* 
Importances :}»!« Is of great lnportaaee in the heating of 
homes and dtlftpiaiiiiag £h*> ;ypc of clothing a 
person wears in the various seasons. 
Pictures I 
^ r ,3Llas 
Gouaserolal School /*ade 
gate rials* Tin con tight bulb 
Paint 
Approximate Costs Fifty cents. 
Procedures Paint one half of the bin can bleak. Place a 
light bulb in tUa can and turn on the light* 
Place hands around she etm and detaming which 
side cf tea can is earner* 
Comparisons the comerolal product is such acre sensitive 
~ than the home made apparatus. kg 
a 
Topic! heat* 
Object# To prove that materialc expand wneu heated and con¬ 
tract when ooolod. 
Importance: hoeaus© or this Vmt$ railroads* telephone com¬ 
panies* and many other businesses must make an 
allowance for the expansion and contraction of 
a©tala, 
Flotoreas 
Commercial iiohool made 
Staterialas Bolt Hut 
approximate Costs Ten cents* 
Frocedurss Bass the head of the bolt through the head of 
use nut several times* iriext hold the head of the 
bolt over the flame for a few minutes. again try 
to pace the head of the bolt through the nut. Cool 
the bolt and attempt to pass It through once wore. 
Comparisons The commercial and school made product produce 
the same result. 
37 
Topict boat. -f • 
Object: To prove that hot air weighs lose than cold air* 
Importances Tba heating of our nomaa ia made possible by 
hot air rising and cold air falling. Certain 
atoms are formed by ©old air falling and warn 
air rising. 
Plotureas 
Commercial School made 
Materials: Two paper baga Yard stick 
String 
Approximate Coat: None. 
Procedures Attach string to the bottom of each bag with 
transparent tape. Tie other end of the string 
to the yard stick. Balance the stick on its edge 
while it is tied to another pleoe of string, 
holding one of the bags lightly with the fingers* 
hold lighted candle in the paper bag. deals tips 
in direction of cold bag* after heetlng the air 
of the other bag. 
Comparisons It is much safer to use empty tin oans because 
of the danger of setting the paper bags on fire* 
It is* however* possible to fire proof the paper 
.; ■ <:• \ it. ' \ 
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Topic! Heat* , 
4 , 
Objects To show that certain metals conduct heat faster 
than others® 
Importance: Hy the use of conduction it is possible to cool 
our foods, boll eater, and heat many other ob¬ 
jects, 
i 
Pictures; 
Commere! al bohool made 
Materials; Piece of wood 
Metal strips 
a® copper d* aluminum 
b» steel e* brass 
e* iron 
approximate Cost; Hone* 
Procedures Cut all of the metal strips the same length and 
diameter* Place all ends together and fan out the 
strips on the board* Fasten them to the board so 
that they cannot move* Place parafln on the end 
of each piece of metal* Heat the metal strips at 
- 40 • 
th* vertex* 
Comparison: i'oe eosBmeroial and so no cl ai&do product produce 
*NT:4 
*' •. • .-?• 
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tiie suae results. 
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Top la l Fire* f 
Objects To show bow one way fir# proof material. 
Importances Many ti»3as, for safety purposes, it la wise to 
fire proof materials that are used for atag# 
props, curtains, lamp shades, and many other 
things* 
Plotureas 
Commercial School saade 
Materialsi Borax Boris acid 
Cloth 
Approximate Coats One dollar* 
Procedures Make a solution of one ounce borax and three* 
fourths of an ounce of boric sold, both In erys- 
tal fern, end dissolve In one pint of eater* 
Soak one piece of cloth in the solution and al¬ 
low It to dry* Attempt to set on fire the treated 
sloth and also the untreated pieoe of cloth* 
Comparisons The commercial product as sell as tbs school 
•ado product has to be treated after every wash- 
log or whenever the fire proof material has 
been thoroughly wet* The commercial «r*d the 
school r.fcd* products produce the Esae results# 
fltfeiHi* 
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Topi01 Fire* 
Objects how to pat out u fire by tho ui>o or carbon dioxide 
g*S# 
Importance: G&rbcn dioxide is the agent used in some common 
five extinguishers* It will not support combus¬ 
tion and being heavier than air it will settle 
to the ground. 
Picture®? 
Coauaercl&l 
Materialss Baking soda 
afafcfcr 
Cardboard 
School mate 
Vinegar 
Glass 
Candle 
Approximate Co^ts Ion cents. 
Procedures Mix about a taaspoonful of baking soda, a glasa 
of water arid then add vinegar* A1 though carbon 
dioxide gas 1? invisible it settles to the ground 
because it is heavier than sir* XwssadiateXy after 
tho vinegar is added pour the gas down a card* 
board slide which is pissed above the lit candle. 
- 44 - 
Comparisons The commercial and school mads product produce 
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Topics FIre* 
objects a© show bow the chemical reaction starts In a soda* 
acid fire extinguisher* 
Importune®s Every school student should be able to operate 
a fire extinguisher as soon as possible because 
the safety of his school or home may depend upon 
his ability to operate one* 
Picturess 
Gsmereial school mads 
Materials s Bottle small bottle 
Glass tubing 
One hold stopper 
Vinegar 
Baking soda 
Approximate Cost? Fifty cents* 
Procedure? Pour a solution of water and baking soda Into 
a bottle that is going to be used as the fire 
extinguisher* Fill the small bottle with vine* 
gar and suspend it in the large bottle as shown* 
To set the extinguisher In action turn the bottle. 
4£ 
upsld# down* 
|*pt*lM»S 7bi school u&d# project #111 give a nneh clearer 
piotur# of tho chemical reaction that takoe place 
when the glaaa bottle 1# tipped upside down* 
This view in not possible with a commercial ex¬ 
tinguisher. 
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Topic 8 Firs* 
Objects How to put out an oil fire* >afcer will not put it 
out* 
Importance: It Is very Important that eater should not be 
used to put out oil fires because water, which 
is heavier than oil, causes the oil to float on 
the surface* 
Pictures $ 
Com®reial School made 
Materials % Fire proof cloth* 
approximate Coats Hone* 
Procedures Fill a glass almost to the top with water and 
then sprinkle lighter fluid on the water* Place 
the glass on a piecs of fir# proof material* Set 
the lighter fluid on fire and observe the severe 
fire* By completely covering the fire, one can 
extinguish It very easily* This can be done with 
any fire proof material® 
a 
Comparisons This demonstration can only be done on a small 
48 
t; >-♦ i 
■ 
« *XSn % it 
seale. student* will readily see that water will 
not extinguish the blase, and when one completely 
covers the fire It Immediately goes out. The com- 
merolal and school made product produce the same 
results. 
* 
■* 
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Topic: Wstsr. 
Object! To show the distillation of eater. 
Importance; Science and medicine roly heavily on chemical 
formulas which use distilled water. Passengers 
aboard ocean liners make use of distilled water 
for drinking purposes. 
Pictures; 
Commercial 
Materials; Flask 
School made 
Test tube 
Ice Glass tubing 
Stopper 
Approximate Cost; Twenty cents. 
Procedure: Pour a quantity of muddy, salty, or colored wa¬ 
ter into the flask. Put the end of the delivery 
tube so that It is surrounded by cold water. Heat 
the flask slowly until an inch or so of distilled 
water is in the test tube. 
Comparison; The commercial and the school made product pro¬ 
duce the same results. 
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Topic* Water. 
Objects To a how the principle of osmosis. 
Importance t Plante must take in water in order to grow* 
y 
They do this by a peculiar process called os* 
wools• Food is passed through certain membranes 
by the process of osmosis in the digestion of 
foods* 
Pictures * 
Commercial 
Materials: Glass 
Water 
Wax 
Approximate Cost: Twenty cents. 
Procedure: without breaking the inner membrane of an egg* 
carefully puncture a small hole in the shell* At 
opposite end of the egg puncture a smaller hole 
through the shell and membrane of the egg* Cower 
this small hole with glass tubing and hold In 
place with wax* Submerge the other end of the egg 
School made 
Glass tubing 
in a glass of water and allow It to etand* 
■»V ' 
Comparisons Substitute product though very delicate, more 
m 
dramatically demonstrates the process, and 
through use of a familiar household object 
f ' - • .i. * ■ i 
catch©* the attention of the student. 
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topici Veter, 
Object* To show the Town of Uonti^att's water supply ays- 
tarn* * . : ' 4'* . '' '• \ • *■; 
Import anoes To educate tbs children on how valuable a water 
supply system is to any eemmenity, also, the 
reason why we have such good drinking water and 
excellent pressure. 
Pictures? 
Commercial School made 
Materials? Laboratory sink 
-iodsl liousa 
Tall wax can 
Filter bed 
Tripod 
alas* tubing 
Swell lift pump 
Approximate Cost? Non©, 
Procedurez Fill the sink with water and sprinkle sand into 
the water to make it cloudy, 1th the model lift 
pump* pump the dirty water from the sink into the 
model filter bed which ie located in front of the 
purification plant, the water that le passing 
- 53 
through the fixtor bod la allowed to drain into 
a largo beaker ao that the student# oan soo how 
clear the water is after It la filtered* The we- 
ter la pumped once again to Mils Hill which is 
represented by a tall wax can which has the bot¬ 
tom cut off# The bottom Is plugged by a one hole 
stopper that has rubber tubing In the hole# A 
clasp is placed on the tubing to prevent the wa¬ 
ter from running out of the can# (hi the side of 
the can have three holes, at the bottom, half 
way up the can, and three quarters up the can# 
These holes are plugged up by placing rubber a- 
gainst the holes on the inside of the eta. Water 
pressure will press the rubber so tightly a- 
gainst the sides that the water will not be able 
to leak out of the container# By removing one 
piece of rubber at a time one can show how the 
height of water controls water pressure# The 
deeper the water, the greater the pressure# tflth 
the rubber tubing one can place the end of the 
tube at different levels of the model, and by 
opening the clamp, the students can eee that the 
pressure of the water is greater at the hospi¬ 
tal than it is at the school# 
Comparisons No commercial product# 
64 
Topi© s Electricity and Megnctiem* 
Object* To ©how bow © galvanometer is built« 
Importance: It is © delicate instrument which is used to 
detect an ©1 so trio current end to ssessure its 
strength, 
t Z a 
* ^ s i •, , »> * 
Pictures* 
Commercial School made 
‘i , i 
Materials: Wire lieedle 
i 
Dry cell Cardboard 
Approximate Cost: Twenty cents* +*■ 
Procedure: v?rsp approximately 25 turns of bell wire around 
a cardboard cylinder* Then suspend © magnetised 
needle on a thread Inside of the cylinder* dun 
on© touches the coil of wire to the pole of © 
dry cell* the needle will swing ©round* Indies** 
ting that an electric current 1c flowing* 
Comparison: The two advantages of the oonserolal product 
©re that it 1© more sensitive and register© 
numerically the strength of the charge* 
\ * * 
Tepid Kl®c trial ty and gnatiam# 
ObJ®ct* To show how an *1®ctrie*g®n®rate* la built# 
Importances A machine need to chapp® mechanical energy to 
electrical energy# 
Pictures s 
Cosm®rolal School taada 
Matariales 0 ihapp magnet Btm made galvanometer 
Approximate Coats Fifty oouta* 
Procedures Vlad approximately 100 turn* of ball air® around 
cardboard and connect to galvanometer, described 
In preceding experiment# fh®» move a permanent 
magnet up and down ineid* of tho coil# Each move- 
Pint of the a&gact gfijarmtoi a weak electrical 
currant, causing m&gnft&laad needle in gal venom®* 
tar to move# 
Comparisons doth the commercial and school mad® product pro- 
duo® th® cam® x*e suite# 
Xepiot Electricity and Xagnetlsii* 
objects To alio* ho* o&e produces at&bio ele&trloitf* 
Isportenoes 3y producing static iU»MlU| It is possible 
to b?Q$khc up particles of the atoca and under- 
at and the phenomena of thunde pa torn-a« Static 
eparka in Industry* grain elevators, gasoline 
trucks, and machine baits art. vary dangerous 
bOSSMO of the possibility of fire* 
Pictureas 
Coaa&crei&X School made 
Materials* Comb '.yater 
Approximate Cosfci Mom* 
Procedures Moktag a eonb briskly through ones hair licit 
ton times and th*n held it nec.r a Hue strew of 
water* ?h® watep will bend toward the oowb* 
Comparisons One era produce a greater a table charge with 
the ecHtaercial product* Vais enables one to 
store up a largo itisgi of static electricity* 
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Topics £1 set ri city and Magnatien* 
Objects To show ho«r an electric motor la built* 
Importances The alaotrlo motor ohangaa alaotrlo energy Into 
maohanioal energy to perform work* Motors ara 
used In all kinds of work from ths simple oper¬ 
ation of using a vacuum olsaner to letting down 
the heavy landing gear of a hugs airliner* 
Commercial 
Materialst Roll of tape 
3*4 inch nails (20 penny) 
4-2* inch nails (8 penny) 
4-3 inen nails (10 penny) 
School made 
flood 
Two tacks 
iwo dry oells 
Approximate Costs One dollar* 
Procedures For armature shaft wrap 1} Inches of four inch 
nail with two layers of tape* For the armature 
°oref tape two pairs of 2£ inoh nails alternately 
head and point* Center the oores on each side of 
the armature shaft about ona inch from the head 
of the shaft* Wrap the Gores with two layers of 
tape from head to point* Wind armature with two 
layers of wire* Start at the shaft, wind out and 
hack half of the core* Always wind in same direc¬ 
tion* Leave about six inches of wire at start and 
finish* 
Por the field bend two four inch nails in 
center for field core* Space heads of nails about 
three inches apart and wrap nails together with 
two layers of tape* Wrap the field core with about 
400 turns of wire* Leave three Inches of wire at 
the start and finish* Attach the field to wood 
base with staples* 
To form the commutator, bend the bare wire 
ends back and lay them against the armature shaft 
half way between the armature coils* Hold the 
commutator down with narrow strip of tape* 
Por armature support, drive four 3-inch nails 
in base, locating them so that the armature turns 
exactly between field poles* Wrap wire around ar¬ 
mature support to form armature bearings* 
Comparisons The more expensive standard product is more po¬ 
werful and speed can be easily regulated by a 
dial* On the other hand the home made product 
can be demonstrated more directly to the student 
since the parts are In view* 
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Topics J&leotrioity and Magnetism, 
Objects To show how an electroscope is built. 
Importances One of the most Important uses of the electro** 
scope la the detection of radium when lost in 
hospitals. It also can detect the presence of an 
electric charge. 
Picturess 
Commercial School made 
Materials s $ide mouth bottle Cork 
Alusaiaura foil Penn/ 
Approximate Cost: Twenty cents. 
Procedures The procedure is to solder the penny to one ond 
of the wire and then push the wire through the 
cork. One should make a right angle bend in the 
wire about one-half inch from the lower end. 
After cutting a atrip cf foil about one-quartor 
of an Inch wide and two inches long, hang it 
near ita center over the bent portion of the wire, 
A drop or two of finger nail pollah will stick 
Wf 
• 60 - 
It tsMt to the wire, *h* I&et step is to plaee 
the whole easembly in tiie bottle to protect it, 
Compsxlacn: the commercial and ecuool nude produet produce 
the seme result#. 
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7opl.es Electricity end Magnetism* 
Objects To show that the earth haa an effect upon a compass* 
Importances This discovery made possible the invention of 
the compass* It is now possible for sailors to 
tell In which direction they are sailing, even 
in a storm when they Gan not see the stars* 
e 
Pictures! 
Commercial School made 
Materials s Bowl Water 
Cork Heedle . < 
Approximate Cost: Hone* 
Procedures A floating compass is easily built by attaching 
a magnetised needle to a cork in a bowl of water* 
Comparisons This process is more dramatic for the student, 
since it would seem a more unusual procedure 
i 
than simply using a compass, which is a familiar 
object to nearly all youngstars* 
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Topiot Heetrlelty find Magnetism, 
Object* To show how an electromagnet la built* 
Importances The electromagnet la the foundation of nearly 
all electrical machine®, ouch as electric mo¬ 
tor and dynamo* Junk yards and steel mills 
make um of this devi00* 
Pictures* 
Commercial dehool mad® 
Materials % Iron core • 4 r® 
Two dry cells Paper clips 
Approximate Cost* Ten cents* 
Procedures Using an iron core wrap approximately one hun¬ 
dred turns of ordinary bell wire evenly around 
the core* Attach tua wire to the dry cells* with 
this simple electromagnet, one can pick up nails 
or magnetise needles* 
Comp aria on s A commercial electromagnet is more powerful but 
has no classroom advantage* i>oth commercial and 
school made product produce the same results * 
53 
ToploI iSlcotrioity end Magnetism* 
Object* Proving that it is possible to store up a large 
charge of static electricity* 
Importance; -Static electricity can be of great danger in 
the dry cleaning of leather goods, cloth, and 
espoolally silk cloth due to the danger of fire. 
Pictures* 
Commercial dchool mads 
Materials * Photo fils Flees of fur 
Sealing wax Tin dish 
approximate Cost: Twenty cents* 
Procedure * To make the eleotrophoroue, heat one end of the 
sealing wax and attach it eeourely to the oenter 
of the tin disk* Charging an elsetrophorous is 
done by rubbing the photographic negative brisk¬ 
ly with fur and placing the disk on the negative* 
By placing disk near ear, a clicking noise will 
be heard which proves that a static charge was 
present* 
- 64 - 
Co/spariaous Tan commercial and the sohool made product pro* 
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Topics Electricity and Magnetism* 
Objects To show how a telegraph set is made and operated* 
Importances Messages sent by telegraph travel with the 
speed of electricity through wires or 10*000 
miles per seoond* Important news reports and 
business messages can be sent across mountains 
and deserts* and even under the bed of the ocean* 
Picturess 
Commercial 
Materials5 Hack saw blades 
Board 
■ 
Screw 
School made 
Coil of wire 
Curtain hook 
Two spools of thread 
Six washers 
Approximate Costs Ten cents* 
Procedure* To make the sending key* break an old hack saw 
blade In half and attach one piece to board by 
means of screw and half dosen washers, as pic¬ 
tured above* Put another screw under loose end 
of blade and your sending key Is ready to oon- 
neot to jour telegraph wires* 
For telegraph sounder, attach tha other half 
of hack saw blade to wood spool on board, aa 
shown* Wind about fifty turna of ball wire a- 
round small iron bolt and fasten it under oppo- 
alta and of blada* Us© curtain hook to eonnaot 
and control upward novament of bled®. iiy con- 
nesting tha telegraph key and sounder, the ina- 
truer!ant la ready for use, Connect the two Inatru- 
manta with ball wire, as Illustrated. Two dry 
cella allow one to operate sounder several hun¬ 
dred feet. 
Comparisont The commercial and the aohool mad# product pro¬ 
duce the same results* 
RAM ti , l©g| < ) 4 MM* tub*/ 
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Topic: Sound, 
Object I To show how a trombone produces sound. 
Importance: By sliding the tube and changing the length 
of the air column the pitch of the note will 
change, v < 
Pictures: 
Commercial School made 
Materials: Pop bottles Glass tube 
Water 
Approximate Cost: Hone. 
Procedure: Fill a pop bottle about three quarters full of 
water. Place the glass tubing into the bottle 
and blow across the top of the tubing until a 
note is heard. Once & note is sounded more the 
bottle up and down and various tones will be 
heard. 
Comparison: The commercial and school made product produce 
the same results* 
Topioi Sound* 
Object; To show bow -woodwind instruments produce sound of 
different pitches* 
Importance: The notes of woodwind instruments are pitched 
according to the length of the air column vi¬ 
brating in che instrument®* 
Pictures $ 
Como rclal School made 
Materialsi Soda straw Scissors 
Approximate Cost; Hone* 
Procedure; Press one end of & soda straw together* With a 
pair of scissors cut off the comers of the flat 
end diagonally* Next, blow gently into the straw 
until a sound is heard and while blowing ant off 
Small p&SS#S fNK tbs fttoteff «**d oi’ tte It9lt» 
Comparison; The oonoseretal and school made product produce 
the setae results* 
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Toplo t 3oimd» 
Objects To show bow a telephone works* 
Importances today the telephone Is the chief means of per* 
son&l coswunlcation at a distance* In case of 
emergency* the telephone is a quick means of 
calling the doctor, the police, or the fire 
department* 
Picturest 
Commercial School made 
Materials; Three soft lead pencils Telephone receiver 
Cigar boa Watch 
Two dry cells Copper wire 
approximate Cost: Hone* 
Procedure: Split the lead pencils so that the lead is ex* 
posed through the whole length* On the curved 
sides of two of the split pencils* cut notches 
near both ends and deep enough to expose the 
lead* Have the grooves at one end wide enough 
to accomodate the wire* At the other end have them 
70 
wi d« enough to accomodate the third pencil 00 
that its load may rest on the leads of the other 
two pencils# 
Sow sectioning the wire as necessary, con* 
sect the two pencils with the batteries and re¬ 
ceiver as shown in the diagram* Then place the 
pencils fist side down on ths bottom-up cigar bo* 
and lay the third pencil in pleos* hay ths watch 
on ths bo* near ths pencils and listen through 
the receiver* 
Comparison: The commercial product in this case is sore du¬ 
rable, as well as sore sensitive* The school 
made product, on ths other hand, can be brought 
directly Into the classroom* 
..v , 
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Topicl Sound. 
Objects To shoe how a guitar produces dixie rent notes * ' 
Importances The stringed instrument all work on the suss 
principle which depend on the tension, the dia¬ 
meter, end the speed of vibration of tho 
stri ngs* 
Picturesi 
Commercial. School mads 
Materials s A piece of board one foot long 
Pour eye screws 
Wedge of wood notched for strings 
Four wires or rubber bands 
Cigar box 
Approximate Coats Twenty cents. 
Procedures Cut s hole about two Inches square in the tap 
of a cigar box* Attach one foot board to the 
top of the cigar box securely* On opposite aide 
of oiger box sttaoh s pleoe of wood to the box 
eo that one can attach the string by means of 
f 
\ Y 
- 72 
»arow* or nails* Afiar putting tlm wedge in plana 
•tiding vfts airo» UtrougU U*s oya sorawa and th» 
guitar is built. 
Comparison! 2&a ooe&aaraial and QQlaoot si&de produo t pro due a 
fcfca s&no results. 
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Tepidt health and Food* 
Object: To illustrate tkie beet machoa of ventilating a 
rocs* 
Importance: Proper ventilation insures a constant supply 
of ffiSt air* Fresh air la essential to life 
and to the sense of well-being that comes with 
good health* 
Pictures: 
Commercial 
Materials: Wooden box 
Limewater 
Four cork* 
Approximate Cost: Fifty dents* 
Procedure) A* Close all the windows end light the candles- 
place the llmewater between then* Keep track 
of the time that it took the flame to go out* 
B* Besov# limewater* look at it* and set it aside 
Open all the windows* light the candles again* 
and replace glass* Let candles bum for as 
School made 
Too small candles 
Piece of glass 
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lung * tine && it took aondlee to go out in ft top 
A i then proeeed to »t4p G* 
C« tflth oandjtos still turning, close Imr holes at 
sash end, repeat ties* shack*# atoh i'ls&e eloe&ly* 
0* How open lower holes, and close upper one®, re¬ 
port tisjo ©beak. 
3* Finally, aloes both holes, top and bottom at one 
end, leaving other side open, repeat tine cheek* 
Comparisons The aommeratal and school made produet produce 
the same results* 
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Oojeat* *w wjwir .oow litaxpehuiv? xv i«* ao make uoap to keep 
oneself Glean* 
lapartanse s jshou&u soap is manufactured la tao uni tad States 
to provide avalry person In tae country with 
twenty-five pounds of soap* Son# of the uses to 
> * V . ., , 
which this uo&p Is put are household cleaning, 
dish warning, hair ehaapoos and various other 
olwaning purposes* 
Pictureas 
Come rcial gohool made 
Materialsi Xuo teaspoonsful of lye Mater 
Malted fat 
Approximate Costs Jen cents* 
Procedural Dissolve two teaspoonful of lye in an anus&el 
cup of water* (Being very careful not to spill 
any because lye bums both skin and clothing*) 
Haat to haston the dissolving* Cool and add one 
eup of Melted fat. 3*1 r the fixture while heat- 
76 
ing it to a temperature of about 100° P»f until 
f 
it la fairly thick® Sat the result aside and let 
it harden® Gut in small cakes® 
Comparisons home-made soap lacks fragrant scent of the com- 
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Topic I Health end Food* 
Object i To show how F&ataurieation preserves food* 
Importances Pea teurl ration lee method of preserving food 
by alternate us* of extreme heat end extreme 
cold to kill harmful baoterle* It is used to 
preserve cheese* boor, milk, end other foods• 
Pictures* 
Oofemerol al 
Mate riel a: Three glasses 
Hew milk 
Thsrmometer 
Bunsen burner 
Approximate Costs Hone* 
Procedures Pour one quarter of a glass of milk In each of 
three glasses* Label them one, two, and three* 
Leave one exposed to the air for forty eight 
hours* Heat the ssilk In two glasses to a tea* 
perature of 146®F slid keep it st that temper¬ 
ature for about twenty minutes* Boll the milk 
I 
I 
School made 
Tripod 
Wire gauss 
Microscope 
Petri dishes 
7B - 
in three for about tan minutes* PI aee two and 
three with ono to be oxentried uften fov»ty eight 
hours, Hxsmine under microscope* 
Comparisons Pasteurisation equipis^nt; 1 o too large for the 
7 • ” 
classroom* I’his method will enable the sindent 
to observe what takes place after milk lias been 
pasteurised* 
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Topict Health and Food* 
Objaeti To show why the Pure Food Drug Act was passed by 
Congress* 
Importances These laws are made to protect public health 
and prerent fraud In the sal® of food and 
drugs* 
Picturess 
Commercial 
Materialst Ground coffee 
Beaker glass 
^ater 
School made 
Tripod 
Can of peas 
Butter 
Spoon 
Table salt 
Jar 
Hydroclorte acid 
Hew iron nail 
Pan 
Bunsen burner 
approximate Costs Fifty cents 
Procedures A* (Test for coffee) Spread a half teaspoonful 
of the coffee over the water in the glass* 
Leave for a few minutes* 
BO 
£* (lest for canned goods) Put into the beaker a 
fceaapoonful of mashed peas, two teaspoonsful 
of water, twenty drops of hydroelorie aeid, 
and tho iron nail* Set beaker in pan of water 
and boil ten minutes* Keep stirring the mix* 
tuve* 
C*(Test for butter) Plaee a small piece of butter 
■ r . ~ J •• 
in the spoon and hold it oxer the flame* 
Comparisons Ho commercial product* 
4* V*1 *eda 
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Topios Health end Pood. 
Object i To show how carbon dioxide aid a in the making of 
food. 
Importance 5 Carbon dioxide gives sparkle and a pleasant 
biting taste to soda water, beer, mineral wa¬ 
ter, and other bubbly drinks. It is also an 
aid in baking by making the food rise. 
Picturess 
(kMxeial School made 
Materials? Glass 
Dish 
Mater 
Baking soda 
Spoon 
Approximate Costs Hone. 
Procedures Pour four heaping teaspoons of baking powder in¬ 
to the glass. Set it in the dish. Add enough wa¬ 
ter to moisten the baking powder thoroughly and 
then stir. Very soon the chemical reaction starts 
and the Nsoda fountain14 will flow over the sides 
and run down the stem of the glass into the dish. 
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Cua^arlaons One can* h aotually ••• th® action of carbon di¬ 
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Topici Light* 
Objects To show how a camera function*. 
Importances By mean* of a camera the fastest motion and 
the farthest depths of space can be explored* 
also* the invisible world of microbes and mole* 
eules can be penetrated. 
Pictures s 
Commercial School made 
Materialss Cereal box Candle 
Tinfoil 
Approximate Costs lions. 
Procedures Find an empty box* a candle and some tinfoil. 
Cut a hole one Inch square in the bottom of the 
box. Paste the tinfoil over this hole. Prick a 
hole in the center of the tinfoil with s pin. 
Cover the open end of the box with a piece of 
thin tissue paper or fit it with some ground 
glass. Place a lighted candle before the pin 
hole. Darken the room or put a dark opaque cloth 
84 
over the head of the person performing the ex- 
'« 
peritaene and the paper end of the box. 
i , , .. 
Camparieonx school made process shows student that picture 
Is inverted9 where as this cannot be seen whon 
observing enclosed camera. 
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Topic: Light. 
Object: To short bow to measure light intensity with school 
made photometer. 
Import once i The photometer Is a device that measures the 
strength of one light fey comparing it with a- 
not,her of known strength. 
Pictures: 
Commercial School made 
Materialss two blocks of paraffin 
One square of tin foil 
Ruler 
Approximate Cost: Twenty cents. 
Procedure: Cut two blocks of paraffin from ordinary paraf¬ 
fin of the type used for home conning! make them 
of equal else and approximately square. Warn one 
of the faces of each block and press between these 
warmed feces a smooth piece of tin foil, 'then the 
wax has cooled, the two blocks and the tin foil 
font a solid unit. The Intensity of light can be 
compared by putting this block between two 
s' . V 
# 11 gutii in c darg room* lisa brightneae of each 
light can bo determined by the brightness on 
tern edges of the blocks* 
Comparison? fho commercial and school made product produce 
zm same results* 
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Topics Light* 
Objects To show that the colors of the spectrum come from 
whits light* 
Importances Color plays an Important part in every lay life, 
in clothing, interior decoration, art, adver¬ 
tisement, and in msny other ways* **# . ' 
Fioturess 
Commercial 
Materials: Card board 
Motor 
Approximate Costs Hone* 
Procedures Cut out a circular disk about eight Inohes In 
diameter* Make seven triangles on paper with the 
center of the peper as the tip of all triangles* 
Color in the triangles with the seven colors of 
the spectrum* Attach disk to shaft of a motor and 
allow it to spin very fast* 
Comparisons The commercial and school made product produce 
School made 
Color pencils 
the same results 
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Topic t Transportation* 
Objects To show the principle of why a sub divas and aur* 
faoes. 
Importance; A submarine floats on top of water because Its 
ballast tanks are filled with air* L*y opening 
the ballast tanks» sea water forces out the air 
and the sub becomes heavier and submerges* This 
principle can be shown with the cartesian di¬ 
ver* 
Pictures 3 
Commercial 
Materials} Tall jar 
Vial 
School made 
0atsr 
Approximate Cost: Nona* 
Procedures Fill glass almost to the top and place empty 
vial in the waters allow just enough water into 
vial or small bottle so that it barely floats in 
upside down position* Cover the tall glass with 
the hand and apply pressure* Applying pressure 
will cause the vial to sink. Release pressure 
end the glees rises again* 
Comparison: The eonseroial end school made product produce 
the same results* 
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Toplot Transportation* 
Object: fo show the principle of the jot engine. 
Importance: To assist piano a to taka off speedily and in 
a relatively mall space, 
Pictures* 
— 
Materials: hoap dish 
tooth powder ei 
Candle 
Candla 
Four pi pa 
Approximate Costs Tan cents* 
Procedures Punch a snail hols in the top and baek of tha can 
with a needle, Mount the can so that it will 
stand on tha pipe cleaners. Half fill the can with 
water and replace the oover. Mow place this boil¬ 
er over the oandle which is fast to the eoep dish 
which is floating in the sink full of weter. 
Comparison: Ordinary schools would cot find it feasible to 
haw such an anglne as part of squlpasnt beoauss 
of else* By this slapl# school nade product it 
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Topics Transportation* 
Object; To show tne principles of jot engine#. 
Importances The jes engine has enabled man to fly at muon 
greater speeds tnan could have been possible 
before. At the present time Jets are used pri¬ 
marily in fighter and bomber air craft. 
Pictures t 
Commercial 
Materialst Balloon 
Paper clips 
Cardboard 
School made 
Four empty spools 
Two round pencils 
Approximate Costs None. 
Procedures Cut a piece of cardboard so that it will ride on 
the pencils between the spools, hold the card¬ 
board to the axle (pencils) with paper dips. 
Place another paper clip outside of each spool 
so that the wheels will not fall off. Tie the 
balloon across the cardboard and hold the balloon 
on with paper clips. Inflate the balloon and let 
Comparisons Ordinary school* would not find it feasible to 
* have such an engine as part of equipment because 
of size* By this simple school wads product It 
Is possible to demonstrate the principle of a 
jet engine* 
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Topic: -leather* 
Objects To show the effect of atmospheric pressure upon a 
' mercury barometer* 
Importances The barometer has made possible the modern sci¬ 
ence of forecasting the changes in the weather 
for days ahead* 
Pictures3 
Commercial School made 
Materialss wide cup alasa tubing 
Mercury 
Approximate Costs None* 
Procedures Carefully fill the tube with mercury, using a 
medicine dropper for the purpose,Placing the 
thumb or first finger tightly over the open end 
of the tube, invert it in the dish of mercury 
and then slowly remove the thumb or finger* 
Comparisons Commercial product will be much more sensitive 
and accurate. 
9b 
Topic; Weather* 
Object: To chow how a "atom ©enter1* la formed* 
Importance ? By predicting the path of coming atom ©enters, 
the weather bureau can save human life end mil¬ 
lion® of dollars of damage* 
Pictures* 
Commercial 
Material#: lamp chimney 
School made 
Candle 
Several pencils .sticks 
Approximate Cost? Mona* 
Procedures Light a small candle* Place the chimney down 
over the candle resting It upon the pencila ao 
that it dooa not touch the table* Light the 
attoka* Hold one over the top of the chimney* 
Vote the direction of the smoke* Bold the hand 
over the top of the chimney* Bote the heat* How 
place the second burning stick near the bottom 
of the chimney* Vote the direction of its smoke* 
Hove the stick entirely around the baae of the 
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t jt c blarney. what evidence la there that air was 
rleJng frou the chimney? 
■/'V — 
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Topiss iBeafchsr* 
Objects To show that block objects absorb more heat than 
urhlte objects* 
Importances This ia of great importance in the heating of 
bases ana deterging the type of clothing * 
person wears in the various seasons* 
Pictures t 
Commercial beftool made 
Materials t Two cans 
Two thermometers 
Two boards 
Hater 
^pro7*5.mato Cost s Mom* 
freeedure* Fill two eons, one bright* the other blackened* 
with eater at the Steft temperature* Cover saoh 
with a piece of wood* Pat both cans in the di¬ 
rect rays of the auru Take temperature of the 
water every five rolzaxtes* 
Comparisons The greater sensitivity of the ro^ulatlon pro¬ 
test is offset by the greater durability of the 
school made one* 
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I’optes V»cather. 
Object? To show the principle of condensation* 
Importance: Condensation is the process in which a sub- 
sttine© changes from a vapor into a liquid. It 
Is this principle that is used in the distil¬ 
lation of water and in the water cycle. 
Materials s Can .ftiter 
Ice 
Approximate Costs Mono* 
Procedures Fill the can two-thirds full of water and add 
enough lee to fill the can* Place it on a tri¬ 
pod* Watch the results* What can be noted on the 
sides of the can after a few minutes? Could the 
moisture come from within? 
Comparison: The commercial and school made product produce 
Site same results* 
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Topics fteathar# 
Objects To show how the relatlve amount of water in the air 
la determined by the use of & hygrometer# 
Importances Humidity affect© the health and comfort of the 
Individual. A person feels *Stiekytt and uncom¬ 
fortable when the humidity la too high, for 
the perspiration of the skin does not evapo¬ 
rate easily, but too little humidity is bad for 
the health# 
Picturess 
Genmeretal 
Materials! Two thermometers 
Thread 
School made 
Muslin 
Mater 
Approximate Costs Hone# 
Procedures In using the two Fahrenheit the monsters wrap a 
small piece of muslin about the bulb of one ther- 
a 
monster and tie it with thread# Met the muslin# 
At the beginning of the demonstration take the 
reading of both thermometers# ho so again after 
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fuming tii® wet bulb for a few momenta,, Be sure 
iuafc it has t&Ilea to ita lowest point* Kow 
' •_ ••, 
consult tbs Bftlotlv® Uuaidlfcy Vaole and follow 
r: t ... . . ' 
tho instructions accompanying It* 
Comparisons Both the eoaaaereial and school made product 
i* . V ' ’ i 
• t 
produce the same results. •w, > 
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Table III 
Using tbs Hons As s Scour©© of Chemicals 
for Science ‘reaching 
Sol ©nos books* articles,, and courses of study mention 
many different chemicals to be used in experiments and dem¬ 
ons t rations by tbs teacher* Usually they are given their 
scientific names and the teachers and pupils may think that 
these chemicala are not available* However* the household 
contains many useful chemicals In the kitchen and In the 
medicine chest* Below is a typical list of common chemical 
substances used in science with their common household 
aClBKTmC SAME 
Sodium bicarbonate 
Sodium carbonate 
Ethyl alcohol 
Potassium alum 
Sodium tetraborate 
Caustic soda, sodium hydroxide 
Calcium carbonate 
Magnesium sulphate 
Sodium thiosulphate 
Calcium hydroxide 
Hydrogen peroxide 
Acetic sold 
COMMOH HOUSEHOLD HAKE 
Baking soda (Bicarbonate) 
Washing soda 
Pure rubbing alcohol 
Alum 
Borax 
Lye (dangerous) 
Chalk, marble* plaster 
Epsom salts 
Photographer1 s hypo 
Limewater 
Peroxide water 
Vinegar 
isltpeter (do not heat) Sodium nitrate 
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Calcium hydroxide 
Saoroit 
Oluoose 
Silleon dioxide 
, 
Aluminum oxiae 
• .< 
Iron oxide 
Sodium ©hlorld* 
Sodium hypochlorite 
Carbohydrate 
Starch 
Dextrose 
Lactose 
Acetone 
* » 
Lugol’s solution 
v* 
, I • > 
Slaked lime 
heat sugar 
Karo syrup 
Sand 
Pare ol&y 
Hast, iron ore 
fable salt 
Clerox 
Starch or sugar 
Com stareh or flour 
Grope or fruit sugar 
Milk sugar 
Mail polish remover 
(some) 
♦ r .* -* 
1*1 nature of iodine, 
4' - 
one part to 100 parte 
of water 
■' ■ ■:• 
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ft * *» 4 «*«* #1 l ft* *• * 4- ;■ 
smtxAHY Am cowaimion 
4?od&y, wo are living in k*i #nytv*mwm* node eanplox 
though Va« of scientific research* •f'r.is i» 
affecting irs ?.ds lr? odue&tica (Ml pftvilMlMif brands 1t» 
©ci <mo © s&uo *tf. or. • 
Thera Mm© to be no argument against the Icoa that 
science has tiada 11 pftlfflblt for our country to produce «m- 
Sotiobilea, telephones, radios, television, and other modem 
soavsnls&ess, thereby elevating the standard of living* Xt la 
a logical conclusion that, for the men and women of the corn- 
Ing generation to have even more conveniences. It la nsces- 
a ary that great number© of our youth be given aelenee in* 
at ruction so aa both to produca and use such products* 
Laboratory exercises or experiment® by the pupil have 
long been one part of the conventional way of teaching sci¬ 
ence* For pupils preparing for college entrance, it 1c fair¬ 
ly universal} but, even for general education pupils, it la 
e very effective cay of learning* Learning by doing la clear¬ 
ly recognised aa more effective than learning by reading* 
A good science teacher can work to develop a balanced 
experimental program where pupils can work Individually or 
collectively on personal and local problems* A veil- prepared 
teacher should be able to contribute many inexpensive ideas 
and to stimulate pupils to bring useful equipment from home* 
Pupils are willing and usually eager to bring simple items 
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that oan be used In teaching science* 
The result a of currying on these experiments proved 
quite definitely that the problem of the exponto Involved 
cun be solved to a great extant if one la willing to put 
time and effort into finding or arranging inexpensive sub¬ 
stitutes for costly equipment. -la* 
Practically ell of the materials that were used for 
the experiments in this problem were donated by various 
people in town. When the members of the community realised 
that the materials were going to be used by the school 
children for school projects, they were more than willing 
to donate the material. The amount of saving in a project 
of tiiic type can well be seen by checking the cost of the 
school made projects. This information can be found in Ta¬ 
ble IV. r* * 
The fact that almost all of these demonstrations ware 
performed with equipment usually found about the houee or 
with materials which could be bought at the local stores, 
provided an added stimulus for the more Interested students. 
Incidentally, this project also presented a splendid 
opportunity for inter-faculty cooperation. Hot only did it 
allow one to work with others in his own department, but 
also provided an opportunity to gain the cooperation of some 
other members of the teaching staff, as well as the enthu¬ 
siastic help of some of their students. 
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JUperlmentatlcn is valuable to fcJ-o child in & general 
fcv>ibu^ti course, not only because It enables him, by eyeing 
am* taking part, tc understand hotter the scientific prin¬ 
ciples illustrated by the experiment, but also because It 
affords him pleasurable experiences* It Is said that stu¬ 
dents usually do best what they enjoy doing* That the pu¬ 
pils enjoyed performing these experiment* was vividly il¬ 
lustrated by the enthusiasm of the young people whose pic¬ 
tures are included in tills paper* 
The results of this project were gratifying, far be¬ 
yond the original concept of the experiment*It demonstrated 
that an adequate basic course In general science eomid be 
taught 'without the.use of expensive equipment* It created 
an ‘unusually co-operative spirit between teacher sud stu- 
dents, and auong the students themselves* More Important, 
perhaps, was the development of the creative abilities of 
the pupils in contrast to the usual "spoonfed" type of course, 
putting it in line with the Mdo it yourself" trend, now 
sweeping the country* Most Important of all, it gave the 
student a taste of the joy of independent research, which Is 
fundamental to all true education and its advancement* 
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COST OP COMMERCIAL AND 3CUOGL HACK PRODUCT 
TOi-XC EftTJX PHEI5T BOOOUT. MADE 
Air 
\ * ' ** 4 
Barometer $30.00 #1.00 
Air Air pump and tell jar as.oo 0 
Air Sports 0 •10 
Air opr&yer 4.60 .10 
Air Collapsitele ©an 
.76 0 
Air Modal plan# 0 0 
Air teat sphere 2.95 .10 
Beat Convection box 4.76 .20 
Heat Rsrtloaater 6.50 •60 
teat Ball and ring 2.26 •10 
teat Hot and ©old air weight 6.60 .. r v 0 
teat Conduotometer 2.76 0 
Fir® Fir# blanket 34.00 1.00 
Firm Firm extinguishtr 19.SO .10 
Firm Firm extinguisher 16.60 •60 
Fir® Fir© blanket 34.00 0 
Water Liebig apparatus 6.16 .80 
Water osmosis 8.96 •20 
Water town water systsai 0 0 
Kleo. fit Mag. Galvanometer 4.76 .20 
£X®0* & Mag* Ele©te regenerator 17.60 •60 
Eleo. & teg* Static machine 128.90 0 
SlftOt & Mag* I&eetrio motor 27.00 1.00 
21e©« & Mag* teiiiPiWWWpw 7.60 .20 
10* 
TO 
Q#ii ,% x«e» 
Llee. k ftag. 
Ll-ftC* *4 Hag, 
EXe©* k ISag, 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
He&ifch & Food 
health fc Food 
Health k Food 
Health k Food 
Health & Food 
Light 
Light 
Light 
TransportatIon 
Transportation 
T ransporta tlon 
Weather 
Weather 
Weather 
Weather 
EQUIFtelSHT 
Coupee* 
filewtro-megnefc 
Elect rop hox»Oft* 
Telegraph set 
T roa&ene 
vVo ode! r id 1 n@ t rnte«n t 
Telephone 
Guitar 
Contra a ti on &pp ara tua 
Soap 
Faeteurls&tlon 
Testing food 
Carbon dioxide 
Canera 
Fhotoneter 
Speetrma 
Submarine 
Jet engine 
Jet engine' 
Mercury barometer 
Storm center 
Radiometer 
Condensation 
hygrometer 
BOUGHT hAI)£ 
# 1*45 £ 0 
6.2$ .10 
6.00 .20 
8.26 .10 
O 0 
0 0 
6.00 0 
0 
4.76 
«X<& 
^ 
4000.00 
0 
0 
5.SO 
9.00 
1.46 
x.so 
0 
0 
16.00 
0 
5.90 
5.16 
9.00 
•EG 
*50 
•16 
0 
*60 
0 
0 
•20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Weather 0 
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